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Abstract: In this paper, the E-DBM equation is studied. The Bäcklund transformation for this equation is obtained by using the
homogeneous balance (HB) method. And some new solitary wave solutions, including double peakon solitary wave solutions and
peakon singular solitary wave solutions, are given by the transformation.
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1 Introduction

A large variety of physical, chemical, and biological
phenomena are governed by nonlinear partial differential
equations equations (NPDEs). Exact solutions of
nonlinear equations play an important role in the study of
nonlinear physical phenomena.

The Dodd-Bullough-Mikhailov (DBM) equation [1]-
[2], which appears in fluid flow and quantum field theory,
is given by

vxt + pev +qe−2v = 0, (1)

where v = v(x, t), p and q are real number and
p2 + q2 6= 0.When p 6= 0,q = 0,equation (1) become
Liouville equation

vxt + pev = 0,

Using the tanh method, Wazwaz [1] considered some
solitary and periodic wave solutions for the following
special DBM equation

vxt + ev + e−2v = 0,

Using the extended tanh method, Fan [2] build some exact
explicit traveling wave solutions for the DBM equation.

By means of the transformation

v = lnu, (2)

the DBM equation (1) has the equivalent form

uuxt −uxut + pu3+q = 0, (3)

whereu = u(x, t).Here, equation (3) is called the E-DBM
equation for short (the equivalent form DBM equation).
Clearly, if we know the solutions of E-DBM equation (3),
then we can obtain the solutions of DBM equation (1) by
the transformation (2).Thus the focus of the present work
is the E-DBM equation (3).

In this paper, the homogeneous balance (HB) method
is used to obtain the B̈acklund transformation for this
equation and some new solitary wave solutions, including
peakon solitary wave solutions, peakon singular solitary
wave solutions, are given by the Bäcklund transformation.

2 Bäcklund transformation

As well known, there exist some techniques to seek
Bäcklund transformations of NPDEs . For example, Tian
and Gao [3] and Yan [4] presented some B̈acklund
transformations of some nonlinear evolution equations by
truncating the Painleve expansion. Wang and Zhang [5]
obtained Auto-B̈acklund transformation of
(2+1)-dimensional Nizhnik-Novikov-Veselov Equation
by Laurent series expansion.

The HB method is a powerful tool to find Bäcklund
transformations of NPDEs [6]-[11], which idea came
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from Frobenius’s idea to transform a nonlinear PDE into
solvable ODEs [12]. In this section, we will study the
Bäcklund transformation of the E-DBM equation (3) by
using the HB method. According to the idea of the HB
method [6]-[11], and in order to balance the derivatives
term uuxt − uxut and the nonlinear termu3,we suppose
that the solution of the eq.(3) is as follows :

u = ∂x∂t f (w)+ v = f ′′wxwt + f ′wxt + v, (4)

where ′ denote∂/∂w, f = f (w),w = w(x, t) which will
be determined later, andv = v(x, t) is a given solution to
Eq.(3). With the help of Mathematica, substituting (4) into
(3), we obtain the following equation:

[ f ′′ f (4)− ( f (3))2+ p( f ′′)3]w3
xw3

t + · · ·= 0, (5)

Setting the coefficient ofw3
xw3

t to zero, we can obtain an
ordinary differential equation forf

f ′′ f (4)− ( f (3))2+ p( f ′′)3 = 0, (6)

Solving (6) , we can obtain a solution

f = α lnw, (7)

whereα = 2
p .According to (7) , we can easily obtain

( f ′)2 =−α f ′′, f ′ f ′′ =−α
2

f (3),( f ′)2 f ′′ =
α2

6
f (4),

( f ′′)2 =−α
6

f (4), f ′( f ′′)2 =
α2

24
f (5),( f ′′)3 =

α2

120
f (6),

f ′ f (3) =−α
3

f (4),( f (3))2 =− α
30

f (6), f ′ f (4) =−α
4

f (5),

f ′′ f (4) =− α
120

f (6),( f ′)(3) =
α
2

f (3). (8)

Substituting (8) into (5) and using (7) , then (5) can be
simplified to a linear polynomial of f (6), f (5),

f (4), f (3), f ′′, f ′,1 as follows :

(− 1
60

αw3
t w3

x +
1

120
pαw3

t w3
x) · f (6)

+(−1
4

αw2
t wt

xwxt +
1
8

pα2w2
t w2

xwxt) · f (5)

+(vw2
t w2

x −
1
2

pvαw2
t w2

x −αwtwxw2
xt +

1
2

pα2wtwxw2
xt) · f (4)

+(−vtw
3
t − vxw3

t + vw2
t wtt +4vw2

t wxt −3pvαw2
t wxt

−αw3
xt +

1
2

pα2w3
xt + vw2

t wxx −
1
2

αwttwxxwxt

+
1
2

αwtwxxwxtt +
1
2

αwtwttwxxt −
1
2

αw2
t wxxtt) · f (3)

+(3pv2w2
t + vxxw2

t − vxwtwxx −2vtwtwxt −2vxwtwxt

+2vw2
xt −3pvαw2

xt +2vwtwxxt − vtwtwxx

+vwttwxx +2vwxwxtt +αwxttwxxt −αwxtwxxtt) · f ′′

+(3pv2wxt + vxtwxt − vxwxtt − vtwxxt + vwxxtt) · f ′

+(vvxx − vtvx + pv3+q) ·1= 0. (9)

We can find that the coefficient off (6), f (5), f (4) are just
zeros. Then setting the coefficients off (3), f ′′, f ′,1 to zero
yields a set of PDEs forw = w(x, t) andv = v(x, t) :

−vtw
3
t − vxw3

t + vw2
t wtt +4vw2

t wxt −3pvαw2
t wxt

−αw3
xt +

1
2

pα2w3
xt + vw2

t wxx −
1
2

αwttwxxwxt

+
1
2

αwtwxxwxtt +
1
2

αwtwttwxxt −
1
2

αw2
t wxxtt = 0,

3pv2w2
t + vxxw2

t − vxwtwxx −2vtwtwxt −2vxwtwxt

+2vw2
xt −3pvαw2

xt +2vwtwxxt − vtwtwxx

+vwttwxx +2vwxwxtt +αwxttwxxt −αwxtwxxtt = 0,

3pv2wxt + vxtwxt − vxwxtt − vtwxxt + vwxxtt = 0,

vvxx − vtvx + pv3+q = 0. (10)

From (4) and (7), we can obtain the Bäcklund
transformation of Eq.(3)

u =
2
p

∂ 2

∂x∂ t
lnw+ v. (11)

wherew satisfies (10) andv is given solution to Eq.(3).

3 Exact solutions for the E-DBM equation

In this section we use the Bäcklund transformation to
obtain some exact solutions for E-DBM equation (3). If
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Fig. 1: The Bell-shaped solitary waves withc0 = c1 = p = q =
λ = 1

we take the given solutionv = Constant which is a special
solution for eq.(3), then (10) will be reduced to

vw2
t wtt +4vw2

t wxt −3pvαw2
t wxt −αw3

xt +
1
2

pα2w3
xt

+vw2
t wxx −

1
2

αwttwxxwxt +
1
2

αwtwxxwxtt

+
1
2

αwtwttwxxt −
1
2

αw2
t wxxtt = 0,

3pv2w2
t +2vw2

xt −3pvαw2
xt +2vwtwxxt + vwttwxx

+2vwxwxtt +αwxttwxxt −αwxtwxxtt = 0,

3pv2wxt + vwxxtt = 0,

pv3+q = 0. (12)

Now we assume that the form ofw(x, t) is as follows:

w = c0+ c1expk(x−λ t), (13)

Where c0 6= 0,c1 6= 0 and k,λ are constants to be
determined later. Substituting (13) into (12), we find that
(12) satisfies (13) in the following conditions:

v =− q1/3

p1/3
, k =±

√
3p1/3q1/6
√

λ
, (14)

From (11), (13) and (14), which demandsλ > 0, we can
obtain some exact solutions, specially a new peakon
solitary solution to Eq.(3) given by

u =− q1/3

p1/3
(1+

6c2
1exp[−2|k(x+λ t)|]

(c0+ c1exp[−|k(x+λ t)|])2

− 6c1exp[−|k(x+λ t)|]
c0+ c1exp[−|k(x+λ t)|] ). (15)

which has abundant solitary wave solutions as follows:
(i). When c0 = c1,c0c1 > 0, (15) describes the Bell-

shaped solitary waves. It is shown in Fig 1(a) withc0 =
c1 = 1, p = q = 1,λ = 1 . And Fig 1(b) shows the graph in
the plane witht = 0;

(ii). Whenc0 6= c1,c0c1 > 0, (15) describes the double
solitary waves with peakon [10]. It is shown in Fig 2(a)
with c0 = 1,c1 = 6, p= q= 1,λ = 0.5. And Fig 2(b) shows
the graph in the plane witht = 0;
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Fig. 2: The peakon solitary waves withc0 = 1,c1 = 6, p = q =
1,λ = 0.5

(iii).When |c0| = |c1|,c0c1 < 0, (15) describes the
singular solitary waves. It is shown in Fig 3(a) with
c0 =−1,c1 = 1, p = q = 1,λ = 1.And Fig 3(b) shows the
graph in the plane witht = 0;

(iv).When |c0| 6= |c1|,c0c1 < 0, (15) describes the
double singular solitary waves with peakon [10]. It is
shown in Fig 4(a) withc0 = −1,c1 = 6, p = q = 1,
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Fig. 3: The singular solitary waves withc0 =−1,c1 = 1, p = q =
1,λ = 1

λ = 0.5. And Fig 4(b) shows the graph in the plane with
t = 0.

In the paper [1], the following exact solution of the E-
DBM equation (3) (whenp = q = 1) was obtained by the
tanh method

u =
1
2
(1− tanh[

1
2

√

3
λ
(x+λ t)]), (16)

In the paper [2], some following exact explicit
traveling wave solutions for the E-DBM equation (3)
were build using the extended tanh method

u1 =−c2λ sech2[

√
c2

2
(x+λ t)],c2 > 0,

u2 =−c2λ sec2[

√−c2

2
(x+λ t)],c2 < 0,

u3 =− λ
(x+λ t)2 ,

u4 =℘(
1
2

√

− a
λ
(x+λ t),g2,g3). (17)

where ℘ be Weierstrass elliptic function,
g2 = 0,g3 = 4c0/c1 (see [2] p42).

To compare solution expression Eq.(15) with Eq.(16)
and (17), we can find that these solutions of E-DBM
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Fig. 4: The peakon singular solitary waves withc0 = −1,c1 =
6, p = q = 1,λ = 0.5

equation are difference and Eq.(15) includes more
abundant solutions.

4 conclusions

The HB method is a primary and concise method to seek
for exact solutions of NPDEs [6]-[11].In fact, there are
other powerful approaches to construct exact solutions
such as the transformed rational function method [13] and
F-expansion method [14]. In this paper we used the HB
method to obtain B̈acklund transformation of E-DBM
equation (3) and new exact solutions, including peakon
solitary wave solutions and peakon singular solitary wave
solutions. These solutions may be helpful to explain
certain physical phenomena because a singular solitary
solutions is a disjoint union of manifolds [15,16,17,18,
19,20]. This method is algebraic rather than analytic. As
well known, the use of different solving solution methods
may get different exact solutions. So, in our future work
we should consider other method to find more solutions
of E-DBM equation and its N-peakon solitary wave
solution if exists.
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